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Using the IFFO Logo

Members are welcome to use the IFFO logo in materials they produce with the following provisos:

• Permission must be sought and received from 

IFFO (secretariat@iffo.net)

• If membership of IFFO ceases, use of the logo 

must also cease, with immediate effect (pre-

printed materials may not be used up)

• The IFFO logo must not be re-drawn or altered in 

any way and has size and minimum space 

requirements to ensure that it is always visually 

recognizable

• The IFFO logo should be given generous clear 

space around it so that no other element should 

come within a perimeter that is the width of the F 

as it occurs in the logo

• It should never be enclosed in a box or other 

graphic to make it stand out

• The brand colours should always be used as 

provided, without exception. The black and white 

alternative can be used should full colour printing 

be unavailable or not cost effective

• The logo must be reproduced as designed, no 

changes to colour, proportions or layout is 

permitted without our prior approval, though it 

may be scaled up or down as long as the 

strapline remains legible

mailto:secretariat@iffo.net


Using the IFFO Logo

Members are welcome  to use the IFFO logo on the 

following materials: 

You may wish to display your IFFO membership status on 

your companies stationery, website and any marketing 

literature that is produced.

When doing this the IFFO members logo should only be 

used as an endorsement in relationship to your company 

logo. It should never be more prominent than your 

company logo.

The exact position of the IFFO members logo is flexible, 

as it will   need to fit with your company logo and 

guidelines.

The logo can NOT be displayed on invoices, quotations, 

fair booths or packages / wrappings or display stands.

 

The IFFO logo must not be re-drawn or altered in 

any way and has size and minimum space 

requirements to ensure that it is always visually 

recognisable.

The logo must remain at its supplied proportions. 

The logo in its entirety must always be visible.

The logo can be placed over imagery (such as fish 

or water) but should always be perfectly legible and 

visible at all times. It should be placed over an area 

that is not close to the logo colour. Use the best 

contrasting version of the logo that doesn’t 

compromise it’s legibility.

The Logo



Logo space and colours



Logo space and colours RGB     0, 135,182
CMYK  81, 27, 4, 3
HEX     #0087B6

RGB     160, 195, 230
CMYK  40, 2, 2, 9
HEX     #a1c1e7

RGB     230, 240, 250
CMYK  10, 1, 1, 2
HEX     #e7eff9

RGB     72, 88, 92
CMYK  76, 55, 50, 16
HEX     #48585c

RGB     144, 164, 171
CMYK  43, 23, 20, 0
HEX     #90a4abRGB     251, 135, 164

CMYK  0, 53, 11, 0
HEX     #fb87a4

RGB     255, 240, 244
CMYK  2, 6, 1, 0
HEX     #fff0f4

RGB     249, 209, 219
CMYK  1, 20, 1, 0
HEX     #f9d1db

RGB     248, 199, 171
CMYK  2, 23, 26, 0
HEX     #f8c7ab



Colours: extended colour palette



Colours: extended colour palette



Colours: assigned colours



Typography

Heading

Open Sans Light OR Helvetica Light

24 pt

Sub-heading

Open Sans Light OR Helvetica Light

12 pt

Plain text

Open Sans Light OR Helvetica Light

10 pt



Typography (specifics for Graphs, Tables and Pie charts)

Heading

Open Sans Light OR Helvetica Light

12 pt / CMYK 0, 0, 0, 65

Source

Open Sans Light OR Helvetica Light

8 pt / CMYK 0, 0, 0, 65

Figure

Open Sans Semibold OR Helvetica Light

10 pt

Axis

Open Sans Light OR Helvetica Light

8 pt / CMYK 0, 0, 0, 65



Graphs, pie charts and tables




